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Abstrat
It is shown, how to generate innite sequenes of dierential equa-
tions of the seond order based on some standard equations, using Euler-
Imshenetsky-Darboux (EID) transformation. For all this, fatorizations
of dierential operators and operational identities are used. Some genera-
lizations of integrable ases of Shrodinger's equations are nded. The ex-
ample of integrable equation with liouvillian oeients, that, apparently,
an not be solved by Singer and Kovai's algorithm (and its modia-
tions), was built. The alogorithm and the program for solving ontruted
lasses of equations, was realized in REDUCE system. Corresponding pro-
edure GENERATE is addendum to the ODESOLVE proedure of RE-
DUCE system. The results of using GENERATE proedure (REDUCE
3.8) was ompared with results of DSolve proedure (Maple 10). Though,
algorithm, based on EID transformation is not an alternative to the un-
viersal ones, in the borders of its appliability, its very powerful.
1 Introdution
This papaer is dediated to the lassial Euler-Imshenetsky-Darboux transfor-
mation [1,2,3℄ and its appliations to the solving of differential equation. First
of all, lets make some general remarks
Let's onsider inomplete equations
y′′ + a0y = 0, a0(x) ∈ C(I), I = (a, b). (1.1)
Any omplete equation
y′′ + a1y
′ + a0y = 0, a1 ∈ C1(I), a0 ∈ C(I) (1.1′)
an be redued to (1.1) using the substitution
y = exp(−1
2
∫
a1dx)Y.
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Indeed, in this ase we shall get inomplete equation
Y ′′ +A0(x)Y = 0, A0 = a0 − 1
4
a21 −
1
2
a′1,
so, equations of the form (1.1) will be onsidered hereafter. Euler-Imshenetsky-
Darboux transformation (EID) is transformation of the form
1
z = β(x)y′ + α(x)y, β(x), α(x) ∈ C2(I). (1.2)
EID transformation is one of the two most important transformations of the lin-
ear equations. Another important transformation is Kummer-Liouville's trans-
formation, that has a form
y = v(x)z, dt = u(x)dx,
where v(x) and u(x)  are suffiiently smooth funtions (you an read about
this transformation in detail in [4℄).
Statement of the problem: it requires to bring (1.1) to the form
z′′ + b0(x)z = 0, b0(x) ∈ C(I), (1.3)
using reversible transformation (1.2). In other wods,
• by the giving equations (1.1) and (1.3) find transformation (1.2).
This problem allows another equivalent formulatings:
• by the given (1.1) and (1.2) find (1.3);
• by the given (1.2) and (1.3) find (1.1).
1.1 Statement of the problem in the matrix form
Let's pass from the salar equations (1.1)(1.3) to the matrix ones. Introdue
designations
Y =
(
y
y′
)
, Z =
(
z
z′
)
, A =
(
0 1
−a0 0
)
, B =
(
0 1
−b0 0
)
.
(1.4)
Instead of (1.1)(1.3) we shall get:
Y ′ = AY, (1.5)
Z = TY, T =
(
α β
α′ − βa0 α+ β′
)
, detT 6= 0, (1.6)
Z ′ = BZ. (1.7)
It is required to find the transformation(1.6), that reduing (1.5) to (1.7).
Theorem 1 [5, 6℄(see also [4℄). Next propositions are equivalent:
1
Transformation (1.2) is well known as Darboux transformation and also Baklund trans-
formation. We propose to name it EID, that is tribute to the historias justie (see [4℄).
2
a) Equation (1.1) an be redued to (1.3) by transformation EID (1.2).
b) System (1.5) an be redued to (1.7) by transformation (1.6).
) Matries A,B and T in formulas (1.4), (1.6) are suh, that the next ondition
is held
T ′ = BT − TA. (1.8)
d) Funtions β(x) and α(x) satises the system of the equations
α′′ + (b0 − a0)α − 2a0β′ − βa′0 = 0, (1.9)
β′′ + (b0 − a0)β + 2α′ = 0. (1.10)
e) The system of the equations (1.9), (1.10) lets rst integral (FI)
αβ′ − βα′ + α2 + a0β2 = K, (1.11)
or (in equivalent form)
αβ′ + βα′ + a2 + ββ′′ + b0β
2 = K, (1.12)
where K  is arbitrary onstant, K 6= 0: otherwise EID transformation
(see formula (1.6)) will be degenerated.
f) Equation (1.3) by the transformation
y =
α+ β′
K
z − β
K
z′ (1.13)
an be redued to (1.1).
g) System (1.7) by the transformation
Y = T−1Z, T−1 =

 α+β
′
K − βK
a0β−α′
K
α
K

 (1.14)
an be redued to (1.5).
h) Between dierential operators, that haraterize diret and reverse EID on-
version onsequently
P = βD + α, Q = βD − α− β′, (1.15)
there are next ommutative relations
(QP +K)Q = Q(PQ+K), (1.16)
P (QP +K) = (PQ+K)P, (1.17)
where K is the rst integral of the form (1.11), or (1.12).
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Theorem 1 onnets orresponding results of the works [5,6℄. Besides, in
[6℄ irreversible transformation (1.2) was also onsidered. The following proof is
taken from [4℄.
• a) ⇒ b). Immidiate orollary, beause of the designations (1.4).
b)⇒ ). Substituting (1.6) in (1.7), we shall get onseutively T ′Y + TY ′ =
BTY, T ′Y + TAY = BTY , from whih ome to (1.8).
) ⇒ d). Let's write equation (1.8) in expanded form
T ′ =
(
α′ β′
α′′ − β′a0 − βa′0 α′ + β′′
)
=
=
(
0 1
−a0 0
)(
α β
α′ − βa0 α+ β′
)
−
(
α β
α′ − βa0 α+ β′
)(
0 1
−b0 0
)
,
from whih follows the system of the equation (1.9), (1.10).
d) ⇒ e). Multiply (1.9) by β, (1.10) by α and subtrat first equation from
seond: αβ′′−βα′′+2αα′+2a0ββ′+a′0β = 0, from whih follows FI of the form
(1.11). Multiplying (1.10) by β and adding with (1.11), we shall get (1.12).
e) ⇒ f). From (1.2) by virtue of (1.1) the next equation follows
z′ = (β′ + α)y′ + (α′ − βa0)y,
(whih oeffiients orresponds to the lower row of the matrix T ).
Solving the system, onsisting of (1.2) and finded equation, relative to y, in
virtue of (1.11) we shall ome to (1.13).
f)⇒ g). Reversing the transformation(1.6), we shall ome to (1.14) in virtue
of the relation
detT = K;
g) ⇒ h). Indeed, β2(D2 + a0) = QP +K, β2(D2 + b0) = PQ +K, where
K =FI. But in this ase ommutational orrelations (1.16), (1.17) are evident.
h) ⇒ a). Condition (1.15) inlude not only diret, but also reverse transfor-
mation EID. •
1.2 On solutions of linear equations
of seond order
Linear differential equation of the seond order (1.1'), that allows fatorization
of the form (D − α2)(D − α1)y = 0, has general solution
y(x) = e
∫
α1dx(c1 + c2
∫
e
∫
(α2−α1)dxdx).
In partilular, inomplete equation (1.1) allows the fatorization
(D + α)(D − α)y = 0 and has general solution
y(x) = e
∫
αdx(c1 + c2
∫
e−2
∫
αdxdx)
(more detail about this see in [4℄).
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2 Proedure of ¾generating¿
of the differential equations
using EID transfomation
Later on, instead of (1.2) we shall onsider transformation
z = y′ − αy (β = 1, α→ −α). (2.1)
From (1.9), (1.10) in virtue of (2.1) follows relations
α′′ + (b0 − a0)α + a′0 = 0, b0 = a0 + 2α′. (2.2)
Equation (1.11) will have a form
α′ + α2 + a0 = K (2.3).
Though, (2.1) is the speial ase of the transformation (1.2), it is of interest as in
the examination of the spetral problems both in generation of the remarkable
sequene of the related equations, generated by the equations (1.1).
Theorem 2 (Euler-Imshenetsky-Darboux) [4℄. Equation (1.1), using trans-
formation (2.1) generates the following sequene of equations
y′′n + anyn = 0, (2.4)
an = a0 + 2
n∑
s=1
α′s−1, (2.5)
where αs−1 satises the Riati's equation
α′s−1 + α
2
s−1 + as−1 = λs−1.
If denote
αs−1 = (ln y˜s−1)
′ =
y˜′s−1
y˜s−1
,
where y˜s−1 is eigenfuntion of the equation
y′′s−1 + (as−1 − λ)ys−1 = 0,
that orresponding to the eigenvalue λ = λs−1, than an will have a form
an = a0 + 2
n∑
s=1
(
y˜′s−1
y˜s−1
)′
,
and solution yn(x) of the equation (2.3) an be represented in one of the following
three forms:
yn =
1∏
s=n
(D − αs−1)y0 =
1∏
s=n
(D − y˜
′
s−1
y˜s−1
)y0 = y˜n−1
1∏
s=n
(
D
y˜s−2
y˜s−1
)
y0, (2.6)
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where y = y0, α0 = α, y˜−1 = 1.
We observe that partially ontents of the theorem 3 an be found in [13℄.
The method of the proof is taken from [4℄.
• Starting equation (1.1) by the transformation
y1 = (D − α0)y0 =
(
D − y˜
′
0
y˜0
)
y0,
where α0(x) satisfies the equation
α′ + α2 + a0 = λ
when λ = λ0 and y˜0 is eigenfuntion of the equation
y′′ + (a0 − λ)y = 0, (2.7)
that orresponding to the eigenvalue λ0, is reduing to the form
y′′1 +
(
a0 + 2
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′)
y1 = 0. (2.8)
Next, by the transformation
y2 =
(
D − y˜
′
1
y˜1
)
y1,
where y˜1 is eigenfuntion of the equation
y′′1 +
(
a0 + 2
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′
− λ
)
y1 = 0,
that orresponding to the eigenvalue λ1, (2.7) is reduing to the equation
y′′2 +
(
a0 + 2
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′
+ 2
(
y˜′1
y˜1
)′)
y2 = 0.
Proeeding this, we shall find, that the substitution
yn =
(
D − y˜
′
n−1
y˜n−1
)
yn−1, (2.9)
where y˜n−1 is eigenfuntion of the equation
y′′n−1 +
(
a0 + 2
n−2∑
k=0
(
y˜′k
y˜k
)′
− λ
)
yn−1 = 0,
orresponding to the eigenvalues λn−1, redues to the equation
y′′n +
(
a0 + 2
n−1∑
k=0
(
y˜′k
y˜k
)′)
yn = 0,
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that orresponding to (2.3). Substitution (2.9) redues to the first of the equality
(2.5). The next representation of the fatorization is used in proof of the last
equality in formula (2.6) (see [4, § 5.5℄):
1∏
s=n
(D − αs−1) = exp(
∫
αn−1dx)
1∏
s=n
[D exp(−
∫
(αs−1 − αs−2)dx)], α−1 = 0
•
Theorem 2, in fat, gives us an algorithm for generating the sequenes of
the multiplying equations, that an be realized in the interative mode. The
algorithm's feature is that it simultaneously onstrut both equation and form
of its solution.
2.1 Example
We onsider the equation
y′′0 + λ
2y0 = 0. (2.10)
When λ0 = 0 let y˜0 = x. Then y˜
′
0 = 1, y˜
′
0/y˜0 = 1/x, (y˜
′
0y˜0)
′ = −1/x2. We shall
get an equation
y′′1 + (λ
2 − 2
x2
)y1 = 0, (2.11)
it's general solution has a form
y1(x) =
(
D − 1
x
)
(c1 cosλx+ c2 sinλx). (2.12)
Aept (2.11) (reeived from (2.12) when c1 = 0, c2 = 1, λ = 1) funtion
y˜1(x) = (D − 1
x
) sinx = cosx− 1
x
sinx,
as the partial solution. Then
y˜′1
y˜1
= − 1
x
− x sinx
x cosx− sinx,
(
y˜′1
y˜1
)′
=
1
x2
− x
2 − sin2 x
(x cos x− sinx)2 .
So, in the result, we shall get an equation
y′′2 + (λ
2 − 2(x
2 − sin2 x)
(x cosx− sinx)2 )y2 = 0. (2.13)
General solution of the (2.11) an be represented in one of the next forms:
y2(x) = (D +
1
x
+
x sinx
x cosx− sinx)(D −
1
x
)(c1 cosλx+ c2 sinλx),
or
y2(x) = (D
2 +
x sinx
x cosx− sinxD −
sinx
x cos x− sinx )(c1 cosλx + c2 sinλx).
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Applying REDUCE
2
, we shall get final expression for y2(x).
y2(x) = c1
−λ2x cosλx cosx+ (λ2 − 1) cosλx sin x− λx sinλx sin x
x cos x− sinx +
+c2
−λ2x cosx sinλx + (λ2 − 1) sinλx sinx+ λx cosλx sinx
x cosx− sinx
Authors an't solve this equation, using Singer and Kovai's algorithm [8, 9℄.
DSolve proedure (Maple 10) also an't solve this equation.
Using theorem 2, one an enlarge the number of examples, but we shall be
interested in those of the sequenes, whose ommon terms an be ountruted,
using the identities, that are given below.
3 Speial lass
of the related equations
Theorem 3 If ommon term of the equation sequene, generated by the EID
transformation has a form
y′′n +
[
a0 + n(n+ 1)
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′]
yn = 0,
y˜′0
y˜0
= α0, (3.1)
then its solution (general or partial) an be represented in the form
yn =
1∏
k=n
(D − k y˜
′
0
y˜0
)y0 = y˜
n
0 (D
1
y˜0
)ny0, (3.2)
or
yn =
0∏
k=n
(
D − k y˜
′
0
y˜0
)
D−1y0 = y˜
n+1
0 (y˜
−1
0 D)
n+1D−1y0, (3.3)
where y0 is ommon or partial solution of the equation (1.1), and y˜0 is partial
solution of the equation (2.6), orresponding to the eigenvalue λ0.
• Let's aept, that y˜k = y˜k+10 . Then
an = a0 + 2 [(ln y˜0)
′′ + (ln y˜1)
′′ + . . .+ (ln y˜n−1)
′′] = a0 + n(n+ 1)
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′
.
And
yn =
(
D − ny˜
′
0
y˜0
)
. . .
(
D − 2 y˜
′
0
y˜0
)(
D − y˜
′
0
y˜0
)
y0.
2
We have used REDUCE 3.8.
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This transformation an be rewrited in the another form
yn =
0∏
k=n
(
D − k y˜
′
0
y˜0
)
D−1y0 = y˜
n+1
0 (y˜
−1
0 D)
n+1D−1y0.
Indeed, yn in fatorized form an be transformated:
1∏
k=n
(D − k y˜
′
0
y˜0
) = y˜n0 (D
1
y˜0
)n.
Let's multiply this identity by D in right
0∏
k=n
(D − k y˜
′
0
y˜0
) = y˜n0 (D
1
y˜0
)nD = y˜n+10 (
1
y˜0
D)(
1
y˜0
D)n = y˜n+10 (
1
y˜0
D)n+1
from where we shall have (3.2), (3.3). •
Let's find members of the lass (3.1), where y˜0 satisfies the equation (2.7)
where λ = λ0. Beause fatorization D
2 + a0 − λ0 = (D + α0)(D − α0) takes
plase, we shall have a0 = λ0 − α20 − α′0. Correspondingly ak = λk − α2k − α′k.
And also
ak = a0 + 2
k∑
s=1
α′s−1 = λ0 − α20 − α′0 + 2
k∑
s=1
sα′0.
We also onsider, that αs−1 = sα0. After simple alulations
ak = λk − (k + 1)2α20 − (k + 1)α′0.
As a result we shall have an equation k(k + 2)(α′0 + α
2
0) = λk − λ0. When
λk = λ0 we an find α
′
0 + α
2
0 = 0. This equation has a solution α0 = 1/(x+ c),
c  is an arbitrary onstant. Than a0(x) = 0, λk = λ0 = 0, i.e. (2.7) will have
a form y′′ = 0. Aepting λk = (k + 1)2, we shall find solutions of the equation
α′0 + α
2
0 = 1, that has a form α0 = tanh(x + c), α0 = coth(x + c). Aepting
λk = −(k + 1)2, we shall find for equation α′0 + α20 = −1 solutions of the form
α0 = − tan(x + c), α0 = cot(x + c). In aordane with theorem 3, we shall
onstrut some important examples.
4 Operational identities and some types
of the Shrodinger's equations
Let's onsider equations, generated by equations
y′′0 − λy0 = 0. (4.1)
10. λ0 = 0, y˜0 = x, λk = 0, y˜k = x
k+1, an = −λ − n(n+1)x2 , i.e. we shall
have an equation
y′′n −
(
λ+
n(n+ 1)
x2
)
yn = 0. (4.2)
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By virtue of operational identity
1∏
k=n
(
D − k
x
)
= xn
(
D
1
x
)n
,
that onnets fatorization of the differential operators with iteration of the
same differential operator of the first order, the next identity is also orretly
0∏
k=n
(D − k
x
) = xn+1(
1
x
D)n+1.
One an get it, multiplying previous identity by D in right. Indeed, one an go
to the required identity, transposing fators in the right part of the identity and
using the assoiative rule. So, general (partial) solution of the equation (4.2)
an be express in the form:
yn = x
n+1
(
1
x
D
)n+1
y0, (4.3)
where y0 is general (partial) solution of the equation (4.1).
General solution of the equation (4.1) and also its partial solutions (with
onrete values of c1, c2) an be express with exponents, hyperboli and trigono-
metri funtions:
y0 = c1 exp(
√
λx) + c2 exp(−
√
λx), (4.4)
y0 = c1 cosh(
√
λx) + c2 sinh(
√
λx), λ > 0, (4.5)
y0 = c1 cos(
√
−λx) + c2 sin(
√
−λx), λ < 0, (4.6)
where c1 and c2 are arbitrary onstants.
When λ = 0 differential operator (DO), orresponding to (4.2), allows fa-
torizations
D2 − n(n+ 1)
x2
=
(
D +
n+ 1
x
)(
D − n+ 1
x
)
=
(
D − n
x
)(
D +
n
x
)
.
And orresponding equation
y′′ − n(n+ 1)
x2
y = 0 (4.7)
has general solution
y = c1x
n+1 + c2x
−n (4.8)
(see § 1.2). However, (4.7) is Euler's equation, and its solution (4.8) an be
finded, using known Euler's substitution x = et.
20. λ0 = 1, y˜0 = coshx, λk = (k + 1)
2, y˜k = cosh
k+1 x, an = −λ− n(n+1)cosh2 x ,
i.e. we shall get an equation
y′′n −
(
λ− n(n+ 1)
cosh2 x
)
yn = 0. (4.9)
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Let's multiply operational identity
1∏
k=n
(D − k tanhx) = coshn x
(
D
1
coshx
)n
by D in right. Then transpose fators in the right part of the identity, using
assoiative rule. We shall get an identity
0∏
k=n
(D − k tanhx) = coshn+1 x
(
1
coshx
D
)n+1
.
(4.9) has a solution
yn = cosh
n+1 x
(
1
coshx
D
)n+1
y0, (4.10)
where y0 an be taken in aordane with formulas (4.4)(4.6). When λ =
(n+ 1)2 DO, orresponding to (4.9), allows a fatorization
D2 − (n+ 1)2 + n(n+ 1)
cosh2 x
= (D + (n+ 1) tanhx)(D − (n+ 1) tanhx),
and differential equation
y′′ − (n+ 1)2y + n(n+ 1)
cosh2 x
y = 0 (4.11)
has general solution
y = coshn+1 x
(
c1 + c2
∫
dx
cosh2(n+1) x
)
(4.12)
(see p. 1.2), where integral in formula (4.12) an be expressed in elementary
funtions (see [7℄, § 1.2): ∫
dx
cosh2(n+1) x
=
=
sinhx
2n+ 1
{
sech 2n+1x+
n∑
k=1
2kn(n− 1) . . . (n− k + 1)
(2n− 1)(2n− 3) . . . (2n− 2k + 1)sech
2n−2k+1x
}
.
30. λ0 = 1, y˜0 = sinhx, λk = (k + 1)
2, y˜k = sinh
k+1 x, an = −λ − n(n+1)sinh2 x ,
i.e. we shall have an equation
y′′n −
(
λ+
n(n+ 1)
sinh2 x
)
yn = 0. (4.13)
Let's multiply operational identity
1∏
k=n
(D − k cothx) = sinhn x
(
D
1
sinhx
)n
11
by D in right and transpose fators in the right part of the identity, using the
assoiative rule. We shall have an identity
0∏
k=n
(D − k cothx) = sinhn+1 x
(
1
sinhx
D
)n+1
.
(4.13) has a solution
yn = sinh
n+1 x
(
1
sinhx
D
)n+1
y0, (4.14)
where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6). When λ = (n+1)
2
DO, orresponding
to (4.13), allows fatorization
D2 − (n+ 1)2 − n(n+ 1)
sinh2 x
= (D + (n+ 1) cothx)(D − (n+ 1) cothx),
and orresponding differential equation
y′′ − (n+ 1)2y − n(n+ 1)
sinh2 x
y = 0 (4.15)
has general solution
y = sinhn+1 x
(
c1 + c2
∫
dx
sinh2(n+1) x
)
(4.16)
(see § 1.2), where in aordane with [7, p. 110℄∫
dx
sinh2(n+1) x
=
=
coshx
2n+ 1
{
−csch 2n+1x+
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1 2
kn(n− 1) . . . (n− k + 1)
(2n− 1)(2n− 3) . . . (2n− 2k + 1)csch
2n−2k+1x
}
.
40. λ0 = −1, y˜0 = cosx, λk = −(k+1)2, y˜k = cosk+1 x, an = −λ− n(n+1)cos2 x ,
i.e. we shall have an equation
y′′n −
(
λ+
n(n+ 1)
cos2 x
)
yn = 0. (4.17)
Let's multiply operational identity
1∏
k=n
(D − k tanx) = cosn x
(
D
1
cosx
)n
by D in right and transpose fators in the right part of identity, using the
assoiative rule. We shall have an identity:
0∏
k=n
(D − k tanx) = cosn+1 x
(
1
cosx
D
)n+1
.
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(4.17) has a solution
yn = cos
n+1 x
(
1
cosx
D
)n+1
y0, (4.18)
where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6) When λ = −(n+1)2 DO, orresponding
to (4.17), allows fatorization
D2 + (n+ 1)2 − n(n+ 1)
cos2 x
= (D − (n+ 1) tanx)(D + (n+ 1) tanx),
and orresponding differential equation
y′′ + (n+ 1)2y − n(n+ 1)
cos2 x
y = 0 (4.19)
has general solution
y = cosn+1 x
(
c1 + c2
∫
dx
cos2(n+1) x
)
. (4.20)
(see § 1.2), where in aordane with [7, p. 149℄∫
dx
cos2(n+1) x
=
=
sinx
2n+ 1
{
sec2n+1 x+
n∑
k=1
2kn(n− 1) . . . (n− k + 1)
(2n− 1)(2n− 3) . . . (2n− 2k + 1) sec
2n−2k+1 x
}
.
50. λ0 = −1, y˜0 = sinx, λk = −(k+1)2, y˜k = sink+1 x, an = −λ− n(n+1)sin2 x ,
i.e. we shall have an equation:
y′′n −
(
λ+
n(n+ 1)
sin2 x
)
yn = 0. (4.21)
Let's multiply operational identity
1∏
k=n
(D − k cotx) = sinn x
(
D
1
sinx
)n
by D in right and transpose fators in the right part of the identity, using
assoiative rule. We shall have an identity
0∏
k=n
(D − k cotx) = sinn+1 x
(
1
sinx
D
)n+1
.
Equation (4.21) has general solution
yn = sin
n+1 x
(
1
sinx
D
)n+1
y0, (4.22)
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where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6). When λ = −(n+1)2 DO, orresponding
to the (4.21), allows fatorization
D2 + (n+ 1)2 − n(n+ 1)
sin2 x
= (D + (n+ 1) cotx)(D − (n+ 1) cotx),
and orresponding differential equation
y′′ + (n+ 1)2y − n(n+ 1)
sin2 x
y = 0 (4.23)
has general solution
y = sinn+1 x
(
c1 + c2
∫
dx
sin2(n+1) x
)
(4.24)
(see § 1.2), where in aordane with [7, p. 148℄∫
dx
sin2(n+1) x
=
= − cosx
2n+ 1
{
csc2n+1 x+
n∑
k=1
2kn(n− 1) . . . (n− k + 1)
(2n− 1)(2n− 3) . . . (2n− 2k + 1) csc
2n−2k+1 x
}
.
Remark. Equation (2.7) is known as Sturm-Liouville's equation, and also
linear Shrodinger's equation. Equations (4.2), (4.9), (4.13), (4.17) and (4.21)
are known as Shrodinger's equations with soluble (integrable) potentials, but
we have onstruted them by the another way. When n = 1 this equations are
partial ases of the Lame's equation,
y′′ − (2℘(x) + ν)y = D,
where ℘(x) is the elliptial funtion of Weirstrass . This partial ases orre-
sponds to the elementary values of Weirstrass funtion. At that parameter λ
for (4.9), (4.13), (4.17) and (4.21) when n = 1 differs from ν in Lame's equation.
In [4, p.6770℄ this was explored, using another methods.
5 Generalized operational identities
and orresponding Shrodinger equations
5.1 Equation
y′′n −
(
λ+
n(n+ 1)a2
(ax+ b)2
)
yn = 0 (5.1)
by virtue of identity
0∏
k=n
(
D − k a
ax+ b
)
= (ax + b)n+1
(
1
ax+ b
D
)n+1
(5.2)
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has general solution
yn = (ax+ b)
n+1
(
1
ax+ b
D
)n+1
y0, (5.3)
where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6). When λ = 0 we shall have an equation
y′′n −
n(n+ 1)a2
(ax+ b)2
yn = 0, (5.4)
that allows fatorizations
D2 − n(n+ 1)a
2
(ax + b)2
=
(
D − na
ax+ b
)(
D +
na
ax+ b
)
=
=
[
D +
(n+ 1)a
ax+ b
] [
D − (n+ 1)a
ax+ b
]
and has general solution
y = c1(ax+ b)
n+1 + c2(ax+ b)
−n. (5.5)
5.2. Let
λ0 = m
2, y˜0 = ae
mx+ be−mx, λk = m
2(k+1)2, y˜k = (ae
mx + be−mx)k+1.
Then
y˜′0
y˜0
=
m(aemx − be−mx)
aemx + be−mx
,
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′
=
4abm2
(aemx + be−mx)2
.
Equation
y′′n −
(
λ− 4abm
2(n+ 1)n
(aemx + be−mx)2
)
yn = 0, λ 6= 0 (5.6)
by virtue of identity
0∏
k=n
(
D − kmae
mx − be−mx
aemx + be−mx
)
=
(
aemx + be−mx
)n+1( 1
aemx + be−mx
D
)n+1
(5.7)
has general solution
yn =
(
aemx + be−mx
)n+1( 1
aemx + be−mx
D
)n+1
y0, (5.8)
where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6).
Let λ = m2(n+ 1)2. By virtue of
D2 −m2(n+ 1)2 + 4abm
2n(n+ 1)
(aemx + be−mx)2
=
15
=[
D +m(n+ 1)
aemx − be−mx
aemx + be−mx
] [
D −m(n+ 1)ae
mx − be−mx
aemx + be−mx
]
equation
y′′ −m2(n+ 1)2y + 4abm
2n(n+ 1)
(aemx + be−mx)2
y = 0 (5.9)
has general solution
y =
(
aemx + be−mx
)n+1 [
c1 + c2
∫ (
aemx + be−mx
)−2(n+1)
dx
]
. (5.10)
Let
λ0 = m
2; y˜0 = a coshmx+ b sinhmx, λk = m
2(k + 1)2,
y˜k = (a coshmx+ b sinhmx)
k+1
.
Then
y˜′0
y˜0
= m
a sinhmx+ b coshmx
a coshmx+ b sinhmx
,
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′
= m2
a2 − b2
(a coshmx+ b sinhmx)2
.
5.3. Equation
y′′n −
(
ℓ− n(n+ 1)m
2
(
a2 − b2)
(a coshmx+ b sinhmx)
2
)
yn = 0 (5.11)
by the virtue of the operational identity
0∏
k=n
(
D − kma sinhmx+ b coshmx
a coshmx+ b sinhmx
)
=
= (a coshmx+ b sinhmx)
n+1
(
1
a coshmx+ b sinhmx
D
)n+1
(5.12)
has general solution
yn = (a coshmx+ b sinhmx)
n+1
(
1
a coshmx+ b sinhmx
D
)n+1
y0, (5.13)
where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6).
Let λ = m2(n+ 1)2. By the virtue of the operational identity
D2 −m2(n+ 1)2 + n(n+ 1)m
2(a2 − b2)
(a coshmx+ b sinhmx)2
=
=
[
D +m(n+ 1)
a sinhmx+ b coshmx
a coshmx+ b sinhmx
] [
D −m(n+ 1)a sinhmx+ b coshmx
a coshmx+ b sinhmx
]
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Equation
y′′ −m2(n+ 1)2y + n(n+ 1)m
2(a2 − b2)
(a coshmx+ b sinhmx)2
y = 0 (5.14)
has general solution
y = (a coshmx+ b sinhmx)n+1
[
c1 + c2
∫
(a coshmx+ b sinhmx)
−2(n+1)
dx
]
.
(5.15)
Let
λ0 = −m2
y˜0 = a cosmx+ b sinmx, λk = −m2(k+ 1)2, y˜k = (a cosmx+ b sinmx)k+1.
Then
y˜′0
y˜0
= m
a sinmx+ b cosmx
a cosmx+ b sinmx
,
(
y˜′0
y˜0
)′
= −m2 a
2 + b2
(a cosmx+ b sinmx)2
.
5.4. Equation
y′′n −
(
λ+
m2(a2 + b2)n(n+ 1)
(a cosmx+ b sinmx)2
)
yn = 0 (5.16)
by the virtue of the operational identity
0∏
k=n
[
D − km−a sinmx+ b cosmx
a cosmx+ b sinmx
]
=
= (a cosmx+ b sinmx)n+1
(
1
a cosmx+ b sinmx
D
)n+1
(5.17)
has general soltuion
yn = (a cosmx+ b sinmx)
n+1
(
1
a cosmx+ b sinmx
D
)n+1
y0, (5.18)
where y0 is one of the values (4.4)(4.6).
Let λ = −m2(n+ 1)2. By the virtue of the fatorization
D2 +m2(n+ 1)2 − n(n+ 1)m
2(a2 + b2)
(a cosmx+ b sinmx)2
=
=
[
D +m(n+ 1)
−a sinmx+ b cosmx
a cosmx+ b sinmx
] [
D −m(n+ 1)−a sinmx+ b cosmx
a cosmx+ b sinmx
]
Equation
y′′ +m2(n+ 1)2y − n(n+ 1)m
2(a2 + b2)
(a cosmx+ b sinmx)2
y = 0 (5.19)
has general solution
y = (a cosmx+ b sinmx)n+1
[
c1 + c2
∫
(a cosmx+ b sinmx)
−2(n+1)
dx
]
.
(5.20)
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6 Algorithm for solving
of the onstruted equations
We onsider following equations:
equation with rational oeffiients of the form:
y′′n −
(
ℓ+
n(n+ 1)a2
(ax+ b)2
)
yn = 0;
equation with exponential oeffiients of the form:
y′′n −
(
ℓ− 4abm
2(n+ 1)n
(aemx + be−mx)2
)
yn = 0, ℓ 6= 0;
equation with hyperboli oeffiients of the form:
y′′n −
(
ℓ− n(n+ 1)m
2
(
a2 − b2)
(a coshmx+ b sinhmx)
2
)
yn = 0, ℓ 6= 0;
equation with trigonometri oeffiients of the form:
y′′n −
(
ℓ+
m2(a2 + b2)n(n+ 1)
(a cosmx+ b sinmx)2
)
yn = 0, ℓ 6= 0.
Generating equation has a form:
y′′0 − ℓy0 = 0.
Exponential type of the generating equations:
y0 = c1 exp(
√
lx) + c2 exp(−
√
lx).
Hyperboli type of the generating equation:
y0 = c1 cosh(
√
lx) + c2 sinh(
√
lx), l > 0.
Trigonometri type of the generating equation:
y0 = c1 cos(
√
−lx) + c2 sin(
√
−lx), l < 0.
We use the type of the equation (lin, expon, hyp, trig for equations with ra-
tional, exponential, hyperboli ant trigonometrial oeffiients orrespndingly,),
number n of the equations in the sequene, parameters a, b,m, l, the form of the
generating equation's solution (expon, hyp and trig for exponential, hyperboli
and trigonometri types of solution orrespondingly) and arbitrary onstants c1
è c2.
Input: equation's form and it's solution.
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Variables
tp The type of the equation
tpy0 Form of the generating equaion's solution
hline n The number of the equations in the sequene
a, b,m, l Parameters (look above)
c1, c2 Arbitrary onstants
1: yp := 0
2: if tpy0 = expon then
3: yn := c1 exp(
√
lx) + c2 exp(−
√
lx)
4: else if tpy0 = trig then
5: yn := c1 cos(
√−lx) + c2 sin(
√−lx)
6: else if tpy0 = hyp then
7: yn := c1 cosh(
√
lx) + c2 sinh(
√
lx)
8: end if
9: if îáùèé ñëó÷àé then
10: if tp = lin and l 6= 0 then
11: yn := (ax + b)
n+1
(
1
(ax+ b)
D
)n+1
yn
12: else if tp = lin and l = 0 then
13: yn := (ax + b)
n+1c1 + c2(ax+ b)
−n
14: else if tp = expon and l 6= m2(n+ 1)2 then
15: yn := (a exp(mx)−b exp(−mx))n+1
(
1
a exp(mx) + b exp(−mx)D
)n+1
yn
16: else if tp = expon and l = m2(n+ 1)2 then
17: yn := (a exp(mx)+b exp(mx))
n+1(c1+c2
∫
(a exp(mx)+b exp(−mx))−2(n+1)dx)
18: else if tp = trig and l 6= −m2(n+ 1)2 then
19: yn := (a cos(mx) + b sin(mx))
n+1
(
1
a cos(mx) + b sin(mx)
D
)n+1
yn
20: else if tp = trig and l = −m2(n+ 1)2 then
21: yn = (a cos(mx)+b sin(mx))
n+1(c1+c2
∫
(a cos(mx)+b sin(mx))−2(n+1)dx)
22: else if tp = hyp and l 6= m2(n+ 1)2 then
23: yn = (a cosh(mx)+b sinh(mx))
n+1
(
1
a cosh(mx) + b sinh(mx)
D
)n+1
yn
24: else if tp = hyp and l = m2(n+ 1)2 then
25: yn = (a cosh(mx)+b sinh(mx))
n+1(c1+c2
∫
(a cosh(mx)+b sinh(mx))−2(n+1)dx)
26: end if
27: else
28: if tp = lin then
29: tyn := (ax + b)
n+1
30: an := l + n(n+ 1)a
2/(ax+ b)2
31: α := a/(ax+ b)
32: end if
33: if tp = expon then
34: tyn := (a exp (mx) + b exp (−mx))n+1
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35: an := l − 4abn(n+ 1)m2/(a exp (mx) + b exp (−mx))2
36: α := 4abm2/(a exp (mx) + b exp (−mx))2
37: if l = m2(n+ 1)2 then
38: yp := (a exp (mx)+b exp (−mx)n+1(c1+c2
∫
(a exp (mx)+b exp (−mx))−2(n+1)dx)
39: end if
40: end if
41: if tp = trig then
42: tyn := (a cos(mx) + b sin(mx))
n+1
43: an := l + n(n+ 1)m
2(a2 + b2)/(a cos(mx) + b sin(mx))2
44: α := m(−a sin(mx) + b cos(mx))/(a cos(mx) + b sin(mx))
45: if l = m2(n+ 1)2 then
46: yp := (a cos(mx)+b sin(mx))
n+1(c1+c2
∫
(a cos(mx)+b sin(mx))−2(n+1)dx)
47: end if
48: end if
49: if tp = hyp then
50: tyn := (a cosh(mx) + b sinh(mx))
n+1
51: an := l − n(n+ 1)m2(a2 − b2)/(a cosh(mx) + b sinh(mx))2
52: α := m(a sinh(mx) + b cosh(mx))/(a cosh(mx) + b sinh(mx))
53: if l = m2(n+ 1)2 then
54: yp := (a cosh(mx)+b sinh(mx))
n+1(c1+c2
∫
(a cosh(mx)+b sinh(−mx))−2(n+1)dx)
55: end if
56: end if
57: for i := 1 to n do
58: tmp1 := iαyk
59: tmp2 := dyn/dx
60: yn := tmp2 − tmp1
61: end for
62: end if
7 Examples
Now you an see examples of the differential equations and their solutions,
reeived with GENERATE proedure (REDUCE 3.8, [10,11℄) and DSolve pro-
edure (Maple 10, [12℄).
Example 1. Let's onsider the following equation:
y′′ (x)−
(
l − 2 (cosh (x))−2
)
y (x) = 0.
Solution, reeived with DSolve proedure:
y(x) =
1√
sinh 2x(cosh 2x+ 1)1/4
×
×c1(2 cosh 2x− 2)3/4 hyperheom
([
−1
2
√
l,
1
2
√
l
]
,
[
−1
2
]
,
1
2
cosh 2x+
1
2
)
+
20
+
1√
sinh 2x
(
c2(2 cosh 2x− 2)3/4(2 cosh 2x+ 2)1/4×
× hyperheom
([
3
2
+
1
2
√
l,
3
2
− 1
2
√
l
]
,
[
5
2
]
,
1
2
cosh 2x+
1
2
)
×
×(cosh 2x+ 1)
)
.
As we an see, solution of the omparatively simple equation is expressed in
the hyperheometri terms.
And this is solution, reeived with GENERATE proedure, expressed in the
expliit form through the elementary funtions:
y1 =
e2
√
lxc1
(√
l cosh(x)− sinh(x)
)
− c2
(√
l cosh(x) + sinh(x)
)
e
√
lx cosh(x)
Example 2:
y′′ (x)−
(
l + 2
a2 + b2
(a cos (x) + b sin (x))2
)
y (x) = 0.
DSolve an't finds solution:
y(x) = DESol
({(
d2
dx2
Y (x)
)
+
(
−l − 2(a
2 + b2)
(a cosx+ b sinx)2
)
Y (x)
}
, {Y (x)}
)
.
GENERATE performs the solution in the elementary funtions:
y1 =
e2
√
lxc1
(
a
√
l cos(x) − b cos(x) + b
√
l sin(x) + a sin(x)
)
e
√
lx (a cos(x) + b sin(x))
+
+
c2
(
−a√l cos(x) − b cos(x) − b√l sin(x) + a sin(x)
)
e
√
lx (a cos(x) + b sin(x))
Example 3:
y′′ −
(
l +
n(n+ 1)a2
(ax+ b)2
)
y = 0.
Solution, reeived with DSolve:
y (x) = _C1 (ax+ b)
−n
e−
√
l(ax+b)
a hypergeom
(
[−n], [−2n], 2
√
l (ax+ b)
a
)
+
+_C2 (ax+ b)
n+1
e−
√
l(ax+b)
a hypergeom
(
[n+ 1], [2 + 2n], 2
√
l (ax+ b)
a
)
.
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Solution, reeived with GENERATE:
yn = (ax+ b)
n
(
1
(ax+ b)
D
)n+1(
c1e
2
√
lx + c2
e
√
lx
)
.
Example 4:
y′′ −
(
l +
6
sin2 x
)
y = 0.
Solution, reeived with DSolve:
y (x) = _C1

 (−4 cos (2x)− 8 + 2 l cos (2x)− 2 l) sinh
(√
l arcsin
(
1/2
√
2 cos (2x) + 2
))
−1 + cos (2x)
+
+
−3
√
2 cos (2x) + 2 cosh
(√
l arcsin
(
1/2
√
2 cos (2x) + 2
))√
−2 cos (2x) + 2
√
l
−1 + cos (2 x)

+
+_C2
(
3
((
i
√
l + 1/3 l− 2/3
)
cos (2x) + i
√
l− 1/3 l − 4/3
)
−1 + cos (2x)
×
×
√
−2 cos (2x) + 2 cos
((
i
√
l − 1
)
arcsin
(
1/2
√
2 cos (2x) + 2
))
−1 + cos (2x)
+
+
−3
√
2 cos (2x) + 2 sin
((
i
√
l − 1
)
arcsin
(
1/2
√
2 cos (2x) + 2
))
−1 + cos (2x)
×
×
((
i
√
l + 1/3 l− 2/3
)
cos (2x)− 4/3− i
√
l− 1/3 l
)
−1 + cos (2x)
)
.
Solution, reeived with GENERATE:
y2 =
e2
√
lxc1
(
3 cos2(x)− 3
√
l cos(x) sin(x) + l sin2(x) + sin2(x)
)
e
√
lx sin2(x)
+
+
c2
(
3 cos2(x) + 3
√
l cos(x) sin(x) + l sin2(x) + sin2(x)
)
e
√
lx sin2(x)
8 Conlusion
Differential equations, that has theoretial or pratial signifiane, an be di-
vided into equivalene lasses by the types of the used transformations. All
equations, that belongs to the same lass are related and stay in relationship
with standard equation, that has gave them birth. Solutions of all equations,
belongs to the same lass, an be expressed through the solutions of the sample
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equation. In the terms of diffrential algebra (see [13℄) it means, that if on-
struted equation has liouvillian oeffiietns, then it's Piar-Vessiot extension
belongs to the differential field, generated by the orresponding liouvillian o-
effiients. Sequential applying of the EID transformation allows to find suh
integrable equations, that an't be solve even in so powerful system as Maple,
though it uses Singer and Kovai's algorithm. In our work Shrodinger's equa-
tions with soluble potentials, that generalaize well-known Shrodinger's equa-
tions, depending of some parametrs, were onstruted, using fatorizations of
differential operators. Solutions (eigenfuntions) of this Shrodinger's equations
are expressed in terms of equations with onstant oeffiients. The onstruted
algorithm, that finds solutions of the generated equations, also desribes a pro-
ess of their origin. Though, it realized as GENERATE proedure in REDUCE
3.8, it an be realized in other systems of the omputer algebra. In the bound-
aries of its appliability, this proedure is not less, than universal proedures.
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